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Address DAQING LUTONG SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD. 
Glass Beads for road marking 
No.2, Chemical Industry Street,  
Babaishang, Honggang district 
Daqing, Heilongjiang 163413

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Manufacturer of glass beads for road marking, glass beads for metal cleaning, glass beads for filler media, high refractive index glass beads, traffic
products, (BS6088, Korea KS, America ASSHTO, China JT, etc.) We can supply glass beads for road marking and blasting purpose from China at
good price. Road Marking Glass Beads can improve visibility of the traffic marking and road signs and supply safer night driving conditions. There are
two types available: Type A, used to be dropped on the freshly stripped paint surface on the road, immediate enhanced visibility to night drivers. Type
B, used to be mixed with the paint prior to strping the road, are exposed giving the enhanced visibility of road markings. We can supply glass beads
according to BS6088A & BS6088B and other standards.
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